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SUNRISE WITH THE SAN
What better way to enjoy a magical sunrise over
Lapalala’s vast wilderness than from the exact location
where Bushmen – now officially called San – once
painted their thoughts and stories on carefully chosen
rock formations? Bushmen are one of the oldest
peoples in the world and archeologists theorise that
their rock art depicts magical otherworldly things such
as rain-animals and human figures with animal faces.
We are extremely privileged to have well-preserved rock
paintings at several locations in our reserve.

AVERAGE TEMPERATURES & RAINFALL
NOVEMBER
Rainfall = 69 mm
Min temp = 15.6 °C
Max temp = 29.2 °C
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BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS UNDER THE LOOP!
This month, Kolobe camp hosted a group of
international butterfly and moth experts as part of a
conference workshop organised by the Lepidopterists’
Society of Africa. Not shy to work the entire
night and day, the scientists collected numerous
unique butterflies and moths using several types of
specialised insect-friendly traps. On departure, and
clearly sad to leave, the lepidopterists highlighted
that Lapalala Wilderness has an incredible richness
of butterfly and moth species!

CAMERA TRAPPING CONTINUED…
As a continuation of our collaboration with Panthera, our
Lapalala camera trapping team went out this month to set up
80 camera traps spread out over the reserve. Like last year, the
cameras will capture everything that passes by for a period of
eight weeks. The cameras will be checked every two weeks
to change batteries, and to be repositioned in the case of a
curious rhino encounter or some other disturbance. The survey
is extremely valuable to us as it provides us with robust data on
leopard population trends as well as showing us the presence
of rare and elusive species. Stay tuned for the next newsletter
where we will show some of the highlights!

BURROWING SCORPION
During one of the camera checks, Dale Stubbs
spotted this interesting Opistophthalmus
scorpion under a rock next to a camera trap
on the main road to north gate. It was the
little entrance of the scorpion’s burrow that
caught Dale’s eye. Commonly known as the
African burrowing scorpion, this arachnid
is known for its impressively long burrows,
which can be as deep as a metre under
the ground!
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MISSION: GROUNDWATER
With construction imminent at
Modumela, and plans well under way
for the development of Amphitheatre,
a crucial and very tricky activity kicked
off at Lapalala this month – trying to find
water under the Waterberg’s sandstone!
Geohydrologists and drill-men teamed
up to find the most likely locations
of suitable and adequate aquifers.
They will try to reach these underground
water-filled cavities with their tire-less
drilling rigs.

TREE OF THE MONTH
A regular feature of African folklore,
the baobab tree is an iconic symbol
of wilderness in many parts of Africa.
Occurring at the most southern extent
of its range at Lapalala, the baobab trees
found on the reserve are not quite the
giants found further north. They are,
however, still a unique and special addition
to the floral landscape of Lapalala and
always provide a humbling experience
when encountered. This specimen was
found in full flower in the western
wilderness area.
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MORNING DRILLS
Field rangers all over Africa function in a
quasi-military environment in some form or
another. It is no different at Lapalala and,
as such, discipline in our field ranger corps
is of the utmost importance. Twice a week
our corporals put the men through their
paces on the parade ground as part of their
duty to keep the men focused and sharp.

SCRAP METAL RECYCLING
With the upgrading of our perimeter
fences and removal of others, comes lots
of scrap metal wire! Metal should never
be classified as waste though, as metal has
a high reuse value and should not end up
on landfills. Hence the solution of recycling
our scrap metal! It turned out to be an
excellent strategy as, to date, we have
already removed 27 tonnes of scrap wire for
recycling with a total income of R14 000!

STRIKING SCADOXUS
During an early morning inspection
of recently burned areas, this beautiful
paintbrush lily, a member of the
Scadoxus family was discovered in
the Selous area. Another gem of the
late spring Bushveld!
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